
UNIT I
SCIENCE OF 

MEASUREMENT



What are biosensors?

 A device that uses specific biochemical 
reactions mediated by isolated enzymes, 
immuno systems, tissues, organelles or whole 
cells to detect chemical compounds usually by 
electrical, thermal or optical signals.



Principle of Biosensors



Required Characteristics

 Sensitivity

 Low detection limits

 Cost

 Simplicity

 Reliability

 Speed 

 Accuracy 

 Precision

 Utility

 Field portability

 Ruggedness

 Reproducibility

 Ease of calibration

 Stability

 Room for 
improvement



Types of biosensors

 Based on use of different biological material and 
sensor devices following are the main types –

-Electro-chemical Biosensor

-Amperometric Biosensor

-Thermistor containing Biosensor

-Bioaffinity sensor

-Whole cell Biosensors

-Opto-electronic Biosensor



Define Measurement
 Measurement is the assignment of a number to a 

characteristic of an object or event, which can 
be compared with other objects or events.

In the metric and SI systems, one unit is used for 
each type of measurement:

Measurement Metric SI

Length meter (m) meter (m)
Volume liter (L) cubic meter 
(m3)
Mass gram (g) kilogram (kg)
Time second (s) second (s)
Temperature Celsius (C) Kelvin (K) 



Define Calibration

 The set of operations which establish, under
specified conditions, the relationship between
values indicated by a measuring instrument or
measuring system, and the corresponding standard
or known values derived from the standard.



Types of calibration methods
External Calibration:
 Signal is proportional to concentration -established using 

externally prepared standards 
 Assumes that the sensitivity (signal/conc) is the same for 

samples and standards
 Assumes that the signal arises only from the analytein most 

cases
 Does not account for sample matrixor instrumental drift
Standard Addition: 
• Known amounts of analyte are added to aliquots of sample 
• Signals are measured as a function of concentration added 
• Accounts for sample matrix, but not for instrumental drift 



Error
 Error is the difference between the true value of the

variable and the measured value.
 Errors are classified as

1. Gross error /Human error (human mistakes and
instrument malfunctions)

2. Random errors (Noise/Interference)

3. Systematic errors (which may be either constant or
variable)-Due to shortcoming of the instruments



Random Errors
Associated to any measurement or electronic signal we 

find random, non-deterministic variations as the 
result of different sources:

 Electronic noise (Johnson, shot,..)
 Interference
 Even though  interference is systematic ,for the 

easiness of modeling, it can be rendered as random. 
All the random  sources are independent.
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Gross error

 Instrumentation misuse, calculation errors and other
human mistakes (mistakes in reading, recording )are the
main source of Gross errors.

• Gross error mainly occur due to carelessness or lack of
experience of a human being or incorrect adjustments
of instruments.

 These errors can be minimized by 
 1.Taking great care while taking reading, recordings and 

calculating results.
 2. Taking multiple readings preferably by different persons.



Systematic errors

A constant uniform deviation in the operation of an 
instrument is known as systematic error.

 There are three types of systematic errors as 

 Instrumental errors

Environmental errors

Observational errors



Systematic Errors 
Observational Errors
Error introduced by the observer
 Few souces are:
Parallax error while reading the meter,
Wrong scale selection, 
Habits of individual observer

 Elimination
Use the 
 instrument with mirrors,
 instrument with knife edge pointers,  
 Instrument having digital display



Systematic errors
INSTRUMENTAL ERRORS
 Misuse of instrument

A good instrument if used in abnormal way gives
misleading results.
Poor initial adjustments,
 Improper zero setting,
Using leads of high resistance.

Elimination: Use the instrument intelligently &
Correctly

 Loading effects
Loading effects due to
 Improper way of using the instrument

Elimination: Use the instrument intelligently &
Correctly



Systematic Errors 
 Environmental Errors (due to the External 

Conditions)
The various factors : Temperature changes, Pressure,

vibratons, Thermal emf., stray capacitance, cross
capacitance, effect of External fields, Aging of
equipments and Frequency sensitivity of an
instrument.

 Elimination
Using proper correction factors and using the 

instrument Catalogue
Using Temperature  & Pressure control methods etc.
Reducing the effect of dust, humidity on the 

components in the instruments. 
The effects of external fields can be minimized by 

using the magnetic or electrostatic shields of 
screens.



Error due to Other Factors

 Effect of the Time on Instruments 

There is a possibility of change in calibration error
in the instrument with time. This may be called
ageing of the instrument.

 Mechanical Error 

Friction between stationary and rotating parts and
residual torsion in suspension wire cause errors in
instruments. So, checking should be applied.
Generally, these errors may be checked from time
to time.



Error Analysis

 Repeating Measurements

 Calculation of Mean and Standard Deviation

 The Gaussian distribution

 Propagation of Errors

 Significant Figures



Error and Uncertainty
 It is important to distinguish between error and uncertainty.
 Error is defined as the difference between an individual

result and the true value of the measurand.
 Error is a single value.
 In principle, the value of a known error can be applied as a

correction to the result.
 Error is an idealized concept and a single number, which

cannot be known exactly.
 Uncertainty takes the form of a range, and, if estimated from

an analytical procedure and a defined sample type, may apply
to all determinations so described.

 In general, the value of the uncertainty cannot be used to
correct a measurement result.

 The difference between error and uncertainty should always be borne 
in mind. 

 The result of a measurement after correction can unknowably be very 
close to the unknown value of the measurand, and thus have 
negligible error, 

 Even though it may have a large uncertainty



Uncertainty Analysis
 The estimate of the error is called the uncertainty.

 It includes both bias and precision errors.
 Identify all the potential significant errors for

the instrument(s).
 All measurements should be given in three parts
 Mean value
 Uncertainty
 Confidence interval on which that uncertainty is

based (typically 95% C.I.)
 Uncertainty can be expressed in either absolute

terms (i.e., 5 Volts ±0.5 Volts) or in % terms (i.e., 5
Volts ±10%)

(relative uncertainty = DV / V x
100)

 Use a 95 % confidence interval throughout this



UNIT II
CHARACTERISTICS OF 

TRANSDUCERS



STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 
 The set of criteria defined for the instrument which are used to

measure the quantities that are varying slowly with time or
constant is called static characteristics.

 The static characteristics of an instrument are considered for
instruments which are used to measure an unvarying process
condition.

 Some criteria will be set to for the measurement of quantities that
are either constant or vary slowly is called static characteristics.

 All the static performance characteristics are obtained by one form
or another of a process called calibration.

 It provides a opportunity to check the instrument against a known
standard and to find the errors and accuracy.

 Calibration involves comparison of an instrument with either
primary standard or a secondary standard or an instrument with
known accuracy.



STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 

 Accuracy: The degree of exactness (closeness) of a 
measurement compared to the expected (true) value.
 It is expressed in terms of errors

 Precision: A measure of the consistency or 
reproducibility of measurements, i.e. successive 
readings does not differ. 
 (Precision is the consistency of the instrument output for 

a given value of input).
 Accuracy can be improved by calibration but not precision 



STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 
 Resolution: The smallest change in a measured 

variable to which an instrument will respond.

 Sensitivity: The ratio of the change in output 
(response) of the instrument to a change of input 
or measured variable.

 Drift :  Gradual shift in the measured value ,over an 
extended period, when there is no change in input.

 Threshold:   The minimum value of input  for which  
the device just starts to respond

 Range/Span: The minimum and maximum value of 
quantity so that  the  device is capable of measuring



Response of the Different Blocks

 Zero-Order Blocks
 To investigate the response of a block, multiply its

frequency domain forms of equation for the characteristic
equation with that of the chosen forcing function equation.

 This is an interesting case because Equation shows that the
zero-order block has no frequency dependent term, so the
output for all given inputs can only be of the same time
form as the input.

 What can be changed is the amplitude given as the
coefficient a0.

 A shift in time (phase shift) of the output waveform with the
input also does not occur.

 This is the response often desired in instruments because it
means that the block does not alter the time response.

 However, this is not always so because, in systems, design
blocks are often chosen for their ability to change the time
shape of signals in a known manner.



Zero Order Instrument: Wire Strain Gauge
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• This is the response often
desired in instruments
because it means that the
block does not alter the time
response.

• All instruments behave as zero
order instruments when they
give a static output in response
to a static input.



First Order Instruments
 A first order linear instrument has an output which is given by a 

non-homogeneous first order linear differential equation 
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• In these instruments there is a time delay in their response to 
changes of input. 

• The time constant t is a measure of the time delay.
• Thermometers for measuring temperature are first-order 

instruments. 



 The time constant of a measurement of temperature is 
determined by the thermal capacity of the thermometer 
and the thermal contact between the thermometer and the 
body whose temperature is being measured.

 A cup anemometer for measuring wind speed is also a first 
order instrument. 

 The time constant depends on the anemometer's moment 
of inertia.



First‐order instrument step response:
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The complex function F(s) must be decomposed into partial
fractions in order to use the tables of correspondences. This gives



UNIT III VARIABLE 
RESISTANCE TRANSDUCERS



RTD
 Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD), as

the name implies, are sensors used to measure
temperature by correlating the resistance of the
RTD element with temperature

 As they are almost invariably made of platinum,
they are often called platinum resistance
thermometers (PRTs)



Construction 

Common Resistance Materials for 
RTDs:

Platinum (most popular and accurate) 
Nickel 
Copper 
Tungsten (rare) 

Image obtained from www.omega.com

http://www.omega.com


Construction
 RTD elements consist of a length of fine

coiled wire wrapped around a ceramic or
glass core.

 The element is usually quite fragile, so it is
often placed inside a sheathed probe to
protect it.

 The RTD element is made from a pure
material whose resistance at various
temperatures has been documented. The
material has a predictable change in
resistance as the temperature changes; it is
this predictable change that is used to
determine temperature.



Types
 There are two broad categories, "film" and

"wire-wound" types.

Film thermometers have a layer of platinum on a
substrate; the layer may be extremely thin,
perhaps 1 micrometer.

Wire-wound thermometers can have greater
accuracy, especially for wide temperature
ranges.



Advantages Limitations 

 High accuracy 

 Low drift 

 Wide operating range 

 Suitability for precision 
applications 

 RTDs in industrial
applications are rarely used
above 660 °C. Difficult to
maintain the purity of
Platinum at high
temperatures

 At low temperatures the
resistance is independent
of temperature as there are
a very few phonons and
resistance is determined by
impurities

 Compared to thermistors,
platinum RTDs are less
sensitive to small
temperature changes and
have a slower response
time. However, thermistors
have a smaller temperature
range and stability.



Thermistor
 A thermistor is a type of resistor with

resistance varying according to its
temperature. The resistance is measured by
passing a small, measured direct current
through it and measuring the voltage drop
produced.

 There are basically two broad types

1.NTC-Negative Temperature Coefficient:
used mostly in temperature sensing

2.PTC-Positive Temperature Coefficient:
used mostly in electric current control.



Types

 A NTC thermistor is one in which the zero-

power resistance decreases with an increase in

temperature.

 A PTC thermistor is one in which the zero-

power resistance increases with an increase in

temperature .



Advantages and 
Disadvantages 
 Thermistors, since they can be very small, are

used inside many other devices as temperature

sensing and correction devices

 Thermistors typically work over a relatively

small temperature range, compared to other

temperature sensors, and can be very accurate

and precise within that range



Strain gauge
 The Strain Gauge is an example of a passive

transducer that uses electrical resistance
variation in wires to sense the strain produced
by a force on the wire.

 It is a very versatile detector and transducer
for measuring weight, pressure, mechanical
force or displacement.



Strain gauge: how they look 
like
 The construction of a bonded strain gauge

shows a fine wire looped back and forth on a
mounting plate, which is usually cemented to the
element that undergoing stress.



Strain gauge
 From the equation of resistance,

 R = resistance

 ρ = specific resistance of the conductor material

 L = the length of the conductor in meters

 A = the area of the conductor in square meters

 When a strain produced by a force is applied on
the wires, L increase and A decrease.



Strain gauge – the gauge 
factor

 K = the gauge factor

 R = the initial resistance in ohms (without strain)

 ΔR = the change of initial resistance in ohms

 L = the initial length in meters (without strain)

 ΔL = the change of initial length in meters

 Where             is strain.



What is an Anemometer?
 Anemometer – measures gas speed 

 Types
 rotating cup

 pitot static tube

 thermal (hot wire)
 also performs temperature measurement

Theory of Operation:

 Energy Balance

 Constant temperature or constant current operation

 Measure change in current or change in temperature

 Correlate I or Twire to gas velocity based on 
convective H.T. and fluid dynamics



Probe
 Tungsten or Platinum 

filament

 ~1 mm long

 4-10 mm diameter

 Benefits

 Good spatial resolution

 Flat frequency response

 Limitations

 Fragile

 Requires clean flow

 Cost (start at $300-
400)



Interfacing
 Wide variety of options

 Devices typically come with some sort of m-controller

 Depends on application 

 Handheld vs. in-situ

 Most common

 Serial RS232 – for sampled data collection and control

 Larger selection for industrial sensors

 Serial RS232, RS485

 Analog 4-20 mA, 0-10V

 Profibus, Modbus, etc.



Typical Specifications
Handheld/Econom

y
Industrial Grade

Measurable 
velocities

0.2-20 m/s 0.2-90 m/s

Operating 
temp 
ranges

0-50 °C -40-200 °C

Velocity 
Accuracy

± 3% reading ± 1% reading

Time 
constant

200 ms 100 ms

Interfacing 
options

Handheld reader, 
RS232

RS232, RS485, voltage, 
4-20 mA, Modbus, 

Profibus, etc.



Piezoresistive pressure 
sensors

 Piezoresistor is a semiconductor strain 
gauge

 Most modern pressure sensors use it rather 
than the conductor type strain gauge. 

 Resistive (metal) strain gauges are used only 
at higher temperature or for specialized 
applications 

 May be fabricated of silicon
 simplifies construction 

 allows on board temperature compensation, 
amplifiers and conditioning circuitry. 



Piezoresistive pressure 
sensors
 Basic structure: 

 two gauges are parallel to one dimension of the 
diaphragm

 The two gauges can be in other directions



Piezoresistive pressure 
sensors
 Piezoresistors and the diaphragm are

fabricated of silicon.

 A vent is provided, making this a gage sensor.

 If the cavity under the diaphragm is
hermetically closed and the pressure in it is
P0, the sensor becomes a sealed gage
pressure sensor sensing the pressure P-P0.

 A differential sensor is produced by placing
the diaphragm between two chambers, each
vented through a port (figure).



Piezoresistive pressure 
sensors

 A different approach is to use a
single strain gauge

 A current passing through the
strain gauge

 Pressure applied perpendicular
to the current.

 The voltage across the element
is measured as an indication of
the stress and therefore
pressure.



Construction

 Many variations

 Body of sensor is particularly important

 Silicon, steel, stainless steel and titanium are most 
commonly used

 Ports are made with various fittings

 The contact material is specified (gas, fluid, 
corrosivity, etc.)



UNIT IV 
BIOSENSORS - PHYSIOLOGICAL 

RECEPTORS - J RECEPTORS 



Control of ventilation

CENTRAL CONTROLLER
Pons, Medulla, & Others

SENSORS
Chemoreceptors, lung &

Other receptors

EFFECTORS
Respiratory Muscles

INPUT OUTPUT



Medulla Oblongata
 The lower portion of the brainstem.

 Inferior to the pons

Anterior to the cerebellum

 Associated with vital involuntary reflexes (sneezing, 
coughing) and regulation of cardiovascular and 
respiratory activity.

 Two dense bilateral groups of neurons

Dorsal Respiratory Groups

 Mainly inspiratory cells that innervate inspiratory 
muscles

 Also receives input from IX & X cranial nerves, 
peripheral receptors and impulses from the cerebral 
cortex.

Ventral Respiratory Groups

 Both inspiratory & expiratory cells





 Located superiorly to the medulla oblongata.

 Two respiratory centers

Apneustic Center (APC)

 Directly above medulla

 Inspiratory cut-off switch

 Usually is inactivated by other impulses

Pneumotaxic Center (PNC)

 Superior to APC

 Controls Apneustic center and “fine-tunes” breathing 
by sending inhibitory impulses to medulla.



Depression of Medulla 
Oblongata

 Reduced blood flow through the medulla as a

result of increased pressure caused by cerebral

edema or other intracerebral abnormality.

 Acute poliomyelitis.

 Drugs that depress CNS function.



Central 
Chemoreceptors

 Located in the medulla of the brain.

 Responsive to H+ ions in the cerebral 
spinal fluid (CSF).

 During hypoventilation, CO2 molecules 
readily diffuse across the blood brain 
barrier and enter the CSF.  The blood 
brain barrier is impermeable to H+ ions 
but very permeable to CO2.

 In the CSF: CO2 + H2O Û H2CO3 Û H+ +  HCO3
-

 The H+ ions cause the pH to ¯in the CSF; 
This increases ventilation (f increases)





Peripheral 
Chemoreceptors
 Carotid Bodies

 Bifurcation of the internal & external carotid arteries

 Afferent impulses travel by way of glossopharyngeal nerve 
(IX)

 Aortic Bodies
 Aortic Arch

 Afferent impulses travel by way of the vagus nerve (X)

 Proximal to the Baroreceptors learned earlier.

 Both response to ¯O2 , PaCO2, ¯pH ( H+ ions)
 PaO2 of 60 mm Hg or less stimulates a response

 Response is blunted when PaO2 falls below 30 

 Response is to increase ventilation (f & Vt)

 Response is to PaO2; NOTNOT CaO2







REGULATION OF ARTERIAL BLOOD 
PRESSURE

Short-term control

(In sec – min)

 Intermediate-term control

(30 min – hours)

Long – term control





SHORT-TERM CONTROL OF AP

CNS Ischaemic Response

Baroreceptor Reflex

Chemoreceptor Reflex



REGULATION OF BLOOD PRESSURE 
BY BARORECEPTOR MECHANISM

Increase in Blood Pressure

Baroreceptors

Stimulation

Impulses via IX and 
X Cranial Nerves

Normal Blood Pressure

Dilatation of 
blood vessels

Bradycardia and reduction 
in cardiac output

Decrease in 
vasomotor tone

Increase in vagal 
tone

Inhibition of 
vasoconstrictor area

Stimulation of 
vasodilator area

Nucleus of tractus solitarius



BARORECEPTOR REFLEXES TO RESTORE 
BLOOD PRESSURE TO NORMAL

When blood pressure becomes 
elevated above normal

Carotid sinus and aortic arch 
receptor potential

Rate of firing in afferent nervesCardiovascular center

Sympathetic cardiac nerve activity

and

Sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerve activity

and

Parasympathetic nerve activity 

Heart rate

and

stroke volume

and

arteriolar and venous 
vasodilation

Cardiac output 

and 

total peripheral resistance

Blood pressure decreased 
toward normal



BARORECEPTOR REFLEXES TO RESTORE 
BLOOD PRESSURE TO NORMAL

When blood pressure falls 
below normal

Carotid sinus and aortic arch 
receptor potential

Rate of firing in afferent nervesCardiovascular center

Sympathetic cardiac nerve activity

and

sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerve activity

and

parasympathetic nerve activity 

Heart rate

and

stroke volume

and

arteriolar and venous 
vasoconstriction

Cardiac output 

and 

total peripheral resistance

Blood pressure increased 
toward normal



BARORECEPTOR REFLEX



TOUCH RECEPTORS
Overview



SENSE ORGAN-SKIN
 The skin is the main organ of the sense of touch.

 It is one of the bodies largest and most complex 
organs.

 It weighs from six to ten pounds. 

 It is made of two layers, the epidermis or the top 
layer, and the dermis or the bottom layer.

 The top part of the epidermis is a layer of dead skin 
cells. These flake off and are replaced all the time.

 We lose about 50 million skin cells everyday.

 The skin contains hair follicles, nerve endings, sweat 
glands, and blood vessels.

 The skin is not equally thick al over your body. The 
soles of your feet are the thickest. And the eyelid has 
the thinnest skin on the entire body.



TYPES OF SKIN

 There are four different types of skin: 
1.Mucocutaneous: at the junction of the mucous 
membrane, hairy skin, lips, and tongue. 
2.Mucous membrane: lining the inside of body 
orifices. 
3.Glabrous: skin without hair. 
4.Hairy: skin with hair. 

 Glabrous skin has an epidermal layer of about 1.5 
mm in thickness and a dermis of about 3 mm. 

 Hairy skin has an epidermal layer of 0.07 mm in 
thickness and a dermis of about 1-2 mm. 



Hypothesis:
If the distance increases then the touch sensation

in the arm will increase. The touch receptors in the
forearm are close together.

Touch Receptor

Reason:
To find out how close and how far
apart our touch receptors are in the
forearm.



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
 Originates in the bottom layer of the skin, the dermis, 

below the epidermis, the outermost layer of the skin.
Dermis is filled with tiny nerve endings that registers 

info.
 Carries info to the spinal cord 

 Found all over in clusters around the skin. Onion or 
jelly material. Not distributed evenly.
When squeezed, layers rub against each other creating 

electrical nerve impulses.



 About 20 touch receptors

Common: heat, cold, pain, pressure

Sensitive: hands, lips, face, neck, tongue, fingertips, 
chest, upper arm, sole of feet, and between the legs. 

 The more nerve endings = the more sensitive

 Mechanoreceptors tell about sensations of pushing, 
pulling, and movement

Free Nerve Ending, Pacinian Corpuscle, Messiner
Corpuscle

 Thermoreceptors tell about sensation of 
temperature. 

Krause Corpuscle, Ruffini Endings





BIOSENSOR
 Any device that uses specific biochemical reactions

to detect chemical compounds in biological samples.

 A sensor that integrates a biological element with a
physiochemical transducer to produce an electronic
signal proportional to a single analyte which is then
conveyed to a detector.



Components of a Biosensor

Detector



1. LINEARITY Linearity of the sensor should be high
for the detection of high substrate
concentration.
2. SENSITIVITY Value of the electrode response per

substrate concentration.
3. SELECTIVITY Chemicals Interference must be
minimised for obtaining the correct
result.
4.RESPONSE TIME Time necessary for having 95%

of the response.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
BIOSENSOR



BIOSENSOBIOSENSO
RR

Analyte

Sample 
handling/
preparation

Detection

Signal

Analysis

Response



BIOSENSORBIOSENSOR
1. The Analyte (What do you want to detect)

Molecule - Protein, toxin, peptide, vitamin, sugar, 
metal ion.

2. Sample handling (How to deliver the analyte to the 
sensitive region?)

(Micro) fluidics - Concentration increase/decrease), 
Filtration/selection

3. Detection/Recognition ((How do you specifically 
recognize the analyte?)

4. 4. Signal Signal ((How do you know there was a detection)



EXAMPLE of biosensors
Pregnancy test
Detects the hCG protein in 
urine. 

Glucose monitoring device (for diabetes patients)
Monitors the glucose level in the blood. 

Infectous disease biosensor from RBS

Old time coal miners’ biosensor



EXAMPLE OF BIOSENSORS

Infectous disease biosensor from RBS

Old time coal miners’ biosensor



TYPES OF BIOSENSORS

1. Calorimetric Biosensor

2. Potentiometric Biosensor

3. Amperometric Biosensor

4. Optical Biosensor

5. Piezo-electric Biosensor



Piezo-Electric Biosensors
 Piezo-electric devices use gold to detect the

specific angle at which electron waves are
emitted when the substance is exposed to
laser light or crystals, such as quartz, which
vibrate under the influence of an electric
field.

 The change in frequency is proportional to
the mass of absorbed material.



Electrochemical 
Biosensors

• For applied current: Movement of e- in

redox reactions detected when a potential

is applied between two electrodes.



POTENTIOMETRIC 
BIOSENSOR

 For voltage: Change in distribution of charge is

detected using ion-selective electrodes, such as
pH-meters.



OPTICAL BIOSENSORS

• Colorimetric for color
 Measure change in light adsorption  

• Photometric for light intensity
Photon output for a luminescent or 

fluorescent process can be detected with 
photomultiplier tubes or photodiode 
systems.



CALORIMETRIC BIOSENSORS

 If the enzyme catalyzed reaction is 
exothermic,  

 two thermistors may be used to 

measure the difference in resistance

 between reactant and product and, hence,

 the analyte concentration. 



ELECTROCHEMICAL DNA 
BIOSENSOR

• Steps involved in electrochemical 
DNA hybridization biosensors:

 Formation of the DNA recognition layer

 Actual hybridization event

 Transformation of the hybridization 

event into an electrical signal



Motivated by the application to clinical diagnosis and 
genome mutation detection

Types DNA Biosensors
 Electrodes
 Chips
 Crystals

DNA BIOSENSOR



BIOSENSORS ON THE 
NANOSCALE

• Molecular sheaths around the nanotube are developed
that respond to a particular chemical and modulate the

nanotube's optical properties.

• A layer of olfactory proteins on a nanoelectrode react
with low-concentration odorants (SPOT-NOSED
Project). Doctors can use to diagnose diseases at earlier
stages.

• Nanosphere lithography (NSL) derived triangular Ag
nanoparticles are used to detect streptavidin down

to one picomolar concentrations.

• The School of Biomedical Engineering has developed an
anti- body based piezoelectric nanobiosensor to be
used for anthrax, HIV hepatitis detection.



POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
• Clinical diagnostics
• Food and agricultural processes
• Environmental (air, soil, and water) monitoring
• Detection of warfare agents.



 Food Analysis
 Study of biomolecules and their interaction
 Drug Development
 Crime detection
 Medical diagnosis (both(both clinicalclinical andand laboratorylaboratory use)use)

 Environmental field monitoring
 Quality control
 Industrial Process Control
 Detection systems for biological warfare
agents
 Manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and 
replacement       

organs

APPLICATION OF 
BIOSENSOR



UNIT V  OTHER 
TRANSDUCERS



PIEZOELECTRIC 
TRANSDUCERS:

 When a mechanical pressure is applied to a
crystal of the Rochelle salt quartz, or tourmaline
type, a displacement of the crystals causes a
potential difference to occur.

 This property is used in piezoelectric
transducers: Here a crystal is placed between a
solid base and force-summing member.

 Externally applied forces exert pressure to the
top of the crystal. This produces an
electromotive force across the crystal
proportional to the magnitude of the applied
pressure.



PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

Elements of a piezoelectric transducer.



PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

 For a piezoelectric element under pressure, part of
the energy will be converted to an electric potential
that will appear on opposite faces of the element,
analogous to the charge on the plates of a capacitor.

 The rest of the applied energy is converted to
mechanical energy, analogous to that of a
compressed spring: When the pressure is removed,
the piezoelectric element will return to its original
shape and also lose its electric charge.



PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
 From these relationships the following formulas have 

been derived for the coupling coefficient k.

energy mechanical Applied
energy electrical  toconvertedenergy  Mechanical

k

energy electricalInput 
energy mechanical  toconvertedenergy  Electrical

k



PIEZOELECTRIC 
TRANSDUCERS

 An alternating voltage applied to a crystal causes it to
vibrate at its natural resonance frequency. Since the
frequency is a very stable quantity, piezoelectric crystals are
used principally in high - frequency accelerometers.

 The output voltage is typically on the order of 1 to 30 mV
per gram of acceleration. The device needs no external
power source and is therefore self-generating.

 The principal disadvantage of this transducer is that
voltage will be generated only as long as the pressure
applied to the piezo electric element is changing.



MAGNETOSTRICTIVE 
TRANSDUCERS

Characteristics:

 Magnetostrictive materials transduce or convert magnetic

energy

to mechanical energy and vice versa.

 If a magnetostrictive material is magnetized, it strains.

Conversely, if an external force produce a strain in a

magnetostrictive material, the

magnetic state of the material will change.

 Magnetostriction is an inherent material property that does

not

degrade with time.

 The principle of operation of these transducers depends on

the change of permeability of ferromagnetic materials, like



CONSTRUCTION
THE SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF 
A
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TRANSDUCER

AN ACTUAL MAGNETOSTRICTIVE   
TRANSDUCER



MAGNETOSTRICTIVE 
TRANSDUCERS WORKING



DIGITAL SENSORS
 With computers being used more often in

measurement

applications, it is attractive to have sensors that
can produce

digital output directly.

 Digital “sensors” or transducers generate
discrete-level output signals such as pulse trains
or encoded data that can be read directly by a
control processor.

 Motion is easily detected using different “digital”
sensing

mechanisms, but using this as a basis it is
possible to build

digital sensors to detect force, pressure, torque,



ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL 
TRANSDUCERS

 Ease of generating, manipulating, and storing
digital signals.

 Need for high measurement accuracy and

discrimination.

 Relative immunity of a high-level digital signal
to external disturbances (noise), especially in
transmitting signals over long distances.

 Simplified data presentation.



TYPES OF DIGITAL 
TRANSDUCERS

 Transducers with A/D
 integrated with any signal conditioning.
 saves need to convert to digital later.
 need to send “n” wires.

 Frequency Domain Transducers
 transducers that utilize a frequency output

which is then used as the measurement
through a counting circuit

 e.g., a turbine flow meter or tachometer
 Direct Digital Transducers

 nowhere is there any analog form.
 on-off, mechanically-switched, etc.
 rotary encoders.



SMART SENSOR

 It is an analog or digital transducer or actuator
combined with a processing unit and a
communication interface.



WHY SMART SENSOR?
 As sensors and actuators become more complex

they provide support for various modes of
operation and interfacing.

 Some applications require additionally fault-
tolerance and distributed computing.

 Such high-level functionality can be achieved by
adding an embedded microcontroller to the
classical sensor/actuator, which increases the
ability to cope with complexity at a fair price.



TECHNOLOGIES USED IN 
SMART SENSOR
 In the machine vision field, a single compact unit

which combines the imaging functions and the
complete image processing functions is often
called a smart sensor.

 They are often made using CMOS, VLSI
technology and may contain MEMS devices
leading to lower cost.

 They may provide full digital outputs for easier
interface or they may provide quasi-digital
outputs like pulse width modulation.



ADVANTAGES
 Compact

 Higher reliability

 Lower cost

 Can be done using existing cmos processes

 Ease of use

 Electronic data storage

 Self indication

 Auto correction

 Auto display



FIBER OPTIC 
TRANSDUCER

How they work:

 Fiber optic sensors
measure properties of
their environment.

 They can measure
anything which changes
the way light travels
through the fiber, or
alters the light’s
properties.



WHAT CAN FIBER OPTIC 
TRANSDUCER MEASURE?
 Temperature

 Pressure

 Strain

 Displacement

 Acceleration

 Flow rate

 Vibration

 Chemical concentrations

 Electrical and Magnetic 
Fields

 Rotation rate



METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 
USING FIBER OPTIC TRANSDUCER

 Amplitude- and Intensity-Based Sensors

 Frequency- and Wavelength-Varying Sensors

 Polarization and Phase-Modulating Fiber-Optic 
Sensing



INTENSITY-BASED FIBER 
OPTIC TRANSDUCER
 Detect changes in

light intensity,
correlate change to
change in pressure,
or temperature,
etc.

• These systems have a poor ability to 
screen noise, leading to lower 
precision, but are simple and 
inexpensive systems.



WAVELENGTH-VARYING FIBER 
OPTIC TRANSDUCER…
 Fiber Bragg Grating: most common type.

 Characteristic reflected light wavelength dependent 
on grating spacing.  Stress applied to fiber changes 
spacing.



FREQUENCY- AND WAVELENGTH-
VARYING SENSORS

 Map changes in frequency or wavelength to 
parameter of interest.

 Low alteration of signal outside of sensing 
area.

 Wavelength measurement is very sensitive; 
not strongly affected by light loss in 
connections, or source intensity fluctuations.



POLARIZATION AND PHASE-
MODULATING FIBER-OPTIC 
SENSING

 Polarization modulation sensors are the most 
complicated and delicate instruments.

 Use Faraday Effect to measure magnetic fields, by 
measuring polarization rotation.

 Polarization unintentionally altered by other 
processes: bending, stretching, and twisting causes 
problems.



ADVANTAGES OF FIBER OPTIC 
TRANSDUCER

Many sensing applications could use mechanical or
electronic sensors, but fiber sensors have
advantages for some applications.

 Explosive environments- no electricity to start fires 
 (ie. pressure sensors in rocket fuel tanks).

 Corrosive environments- silica fiber is chemically 
resistant, unlike copper.

 Hot environments- many of these sensors work 
above 750 F. (400 C) The sensor can be cast into 
aluminum metal.

 Remote sensing- signal detection/processing can be 
done miles from active part of fiber sensor.

 Small size! 125um fiber same thickness as 36 AWG 
wire.


